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Bulls having a tough time with Hawks guard Jeff Teague  
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It’s one of the tenets of Tom Thibodeau’s coaching philosophy: 

‘‘When you prepare for a team, you prepare for everything that could possibly happen.’’ 

Hard to argue with that. But it’s pretty clear the Bulls were not prepared for point guard Jeff Teague. 
Their series with the Atlanta Hawks has played to form with one glaring exception — the uncanny 
excellence of Teague, a second-year player who would be riding the bench if not for Kirk Hinrich’s 
hamstring injury in Game 6 against the Orlando Magic in the first round.  

If not for that, this series would be over instead of back in Atlanta, where the Bulls take a 3-2 lead with a 
chance to clinch tonight at Philips Arena.  

The Bulls have successfully put the clamps on Hawks stars Joe Johnson and Jamal Crawford. Johnson is 
averaging 16.3 points on 46 percent shooting after burning the Bulls for 34 points on 12-for-18 shooting 
in Game 1. Crawford is averaging eight points on 30 percent shooting after scoring 22 on 8-for-16 
shooting in Game 1.  

The production of forwards Josh Smith (15.4 points, 9.6 rebounds), Al Horford (11.4 points, 10 
rebounds) and Marvin Williams (4.2 points, 2.2 rebounds) has been within an acceptable range. It’s 
Teague who has thrown the Bulls for a loop with a string of nearly flawless performances.  

Teague, who averaged 5.2 points and two assists in 13.8 minutes during the regular season and played 
nine minutes against Orlando, is averaging 16 points in 41 minutes against the Bulls — shooting 56 
percent (34-for-61), with 23 assists and only five turnovers in five games.  

‘‘He’s a tough player,’’ Thibodeau said. ‘‘His strengths are certainly different than Hinrich’s strengths, 
so it changes them in that regard. 

‘‘But when you prepare for a team, you have to prepare for everything that could possibly happen. So 
the fact that they’ve changed their lineup, that they’ve gone big . . . you anticipate those things and try to 
prepare for them.’’ 
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If the Bulls are to win this series, they’re probably going to have to find a way to slow down Teague 
without relaxing on Johnson and Crawford. Teague appears to be getting more confident and more 
comfortable with each minute on the floor.  

It’s not just that he’s matching Derrick Rose in stretches during this series. It’s that he’s playing like 
Rose in stretches of this series. 

Teague outdid the Bulls’ star in the third quarter of Game 5 on Tuesday. In the first seven minutes, he 
converted a three-point play on a fast break, scored twice on drives in traffic and hit two Rose-like 
floaters to spark a Hawks comeback that forced the Bulls to go to Plan C in the fourth quarter to finally 
win the pivotal game at home. 

Teague had 21 points on 8-for-11 shooting, seven assists and no turnovers. Hinrich scored 5, 11 and 0 
points in three regular-season games against the Bulls with the Hawks, shooting 5-for-16 with eight 
assists and six turnovers.  

‘‘[Teague is] a good player,’’ Rose said. ‘‘He was in my class in high school — I know his game. He’s a 
great shooter, driver, finisher. He’s doing exactly what they want him to do. He’s not turning the ball 
over. He’s been very tough, especially in transition.’’ 

So after five games, it might be time to pay a little more attention to Teague.  

‘‘Yeah,’’ Thibodeau said, ‘‘we’ve had a lot of focus on Johnson and Crawford, and you have to do that. 
But it’s also important to take care of others and try to limit others as best you can. [Teague’s] quickness 
and athleticism make him a tough cover, and we have to do a better job of reacting to the penetration.’’ 

The Bulls have won three of four games in this series since losing the opener at the United Center. But 
Teague and Smith have kept the once-chronically inconsistent Hawks from falling into the abyss — this 
is a team that lost nine games by 20 or more points in the regular season, an NBA record for a winning 
team. Without Teague, the Hawks are shooting 42 percent (104-for-249) in Games 2-5. 

But if Teague and the Hawks keep hanging around, the Bulls are asking for trouble.  
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